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     FINAL AGENDA 
FOR_V4 WORKSHOP, 16th – 17th of June 2016 

Venue: Technology Centre ASCR, Ve Struhách 27, 160 00, Prague (Czech Republic)  

DAY 1 – 16th JUNE: 

12:00  Greeting the participants and welcoming brunch 

12:45-13:00  Welcome by the Technology Centre ASCR representative. Presentation of the workshop 
purposes. Presentation of project partner institutions. A round table introduction of all 
participants in attendance. 

13:00-13:30  “What is Corporate Foresight?” – Introduction to the topic and explanation of the 
methodological approach (Anna Sacio-Szymańska) 

13:30-14:30  “Corporate Foresight in V4 countries ” – Presentation of Corporate Foresight status and 
corporate success stories from the V4 region and beyond (1 presentation per project 
partner; 15 minutes each one: CZ, HU, PL, SK) 

14:30-15:30 Late lunch break  

15:30-16:30  “Assessing Foresight Maturity Level” – evaluation of the foresight maturity level in 
participating companies through survey. (Facilitated by Anna Kononiuk). 

16:30-17:30  “Entrepreneurs in Action” – discussion/interviews with the participants. Division of 
participants into in 3 groups of 4 people, each one from one V4 country. The discussions 
will be carried out on 3 round-tables according to a rotation system. Each table discussion 
will last 20 minutes in the following topics:  

 Profile of a (V4) company, which will most likely benefit from foresight  
(facilitator Corvinus University); 

 Features of foresight offer that will best address the needs of (V4)  
companies and how to improve the existing ones (facilitator Technology 
Centre ASCR supported by University of Economics – FBM); 

 “Fit For Foresight” – online tool for companies to assess their CF need  
(facilitator ITeE-PIB). 

  Refreshments available at hand during the session 

17:30-18:15  Summary of the discussions and Question Time 

18:30  The participants freely decide how to spend their evening. The organizers recommend a 
Networking Dinner. 

 

 

 



 

 

DAY 2 – 17th JUNE:  

8:45-9:00  Welcome coffee at the Technology Centre 

9:00-10:00  “Future business scenarios” introduction to scenario method / presentation of various 
scenarios concerning the future of business sector in international perspective (A. 
Kononiuk/A. Sacio-Szymańska/S. Tommei) 

10:00-13:00   “Scenario building exercise – part 1” creating scenarios about the future of business from a 
perspective of an individual company (in working groups) (Lead facilitator: A. Kononiuk; co-
facilitators: project partners representatives) 

  Refreshments available at hand during the session 

13:00-14:00  Lunch break 

14:00-16:00  “Scenario building exercise – part 2”– creating scenarios about the future of business from 
a perspective of Visegrad region (in working groups) (Lead facilitator: A. Kononiuk; co-
facilitators: project partners representatives) 

  Refreshments available at hand during the session 

16:00-17:00  Presentation of scenarios, lessons learned (all participants) 

17:00-18:00  Final discussion, summary, evaluation, next steps (all participants) 

19:00  End of the FOR_V4 Workshop. The participants freely decide how to spend their evening. 
The organizers recommend a Networking Dinner. 

 

 

 

ORGANISATIONAL INFORMATION 

Arrival: On the 16th June in the morning (all the participants); 

Accommodation: Provision of a 2 night stay at the  Hotel “International Prague” 
Koulova 1501/15 
160 45 
Prague, Czech Republic 

 

Departure: On the 18th June at the confirmed timetable.  

 



PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 

1. Project title: Mobilising corporate foresight potential among V4 countries (FOR_V4) 

2. Project partners 

Co-ordinator Instytut Technologii Eksploatacji – PIB, Poland, www.itee.radom.pl  

Partner No. 1. Technology Centre ASCR, Czech Republic, www.tc.cz  

Partner No. 2. University of Economics in Bratislavia, Slovakia, www.fpm.euba.sk  

Partner No. 3. Corvinus University of Budapest, Hungary, www.uni-corvinus.hu  

3. Short project description 

Foresight helps companies manage future challenges and create a solid basis for their strategies. It is 

used rarely in V4 business practice. FOR_V4 project will reveal the opportunities stemming from 

foresight to V4 firms to mobilize their innovation potential. The heart of FOR_V4 is a visioning 

workshop in Prague, where the entrepreneurs will be showed best corporate foresight practices; will 

use foresight to build business scenarios and will help defining V4-tailored foresight advisory offer. 

4. Target groups and groups benefiting from the project 

The main target groups of the FOR_V4 project are:  

- 12 managers of production and service companies (three by country), who will participate in 

the FOR_V4 visioning workshop. They will represent sectors of high level of co-operation 

intensity among V4 countries & will not be limited to high-tech.  

- V4 companies at large, who will gain access to workshop materials and results presented in 

a publication aiming to transform their ways of thinking and acting about the future. 

- Companies worldwide, who will self-assess online if they are in the need of foresight.  

- Futures studies community, who will use FOR_V4 deliverables to mobilize foresight in more 

companies (in V4 and beyond).  

- Regional entrepreneur support offices, student associations, business journals and 

individuals open for innovation. 

5. Main Event 

FOR_V4 visioning workshop Prague Czech Republic 16/06/2016 17/06/2016 

6. Expected outputs 

The outputs of the project will be:  

- 12 trained entrepreneurs: a seed of V4 foresight evangelists network  

- the workshop materials: ppt presentations on the corporate foresight status quo and 3 

questionnaires to define foresight advisory offer for V4 entrepreneurs  

- the publication in English available in print (100 pages/ 200 copies) and on a CD (300)  

- the compendium summarising the publication in English and in V4 languages available in 

print (25 pages/ 300 copies incl. CD)  

- a free online tool for testing companies’ foresight eligibility  

All documents and online tool will be put on the project website for free download and use. 



PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 

7. Expected results and potential risks 

The main expected result FOR_V4 is to upgrade the foresight capacity of the involved companies. It 

will be a success if companies will apply the provided knowledge in managerial practice. Raising 

demand for foresight projects among other V4 companies is another expected result. Partner 

competences in foresight, science-business networking and education minimalize the risk of the 

project failure. 

 

8. Detailed project description 

Growth, innovation and job creation are strongly determined by regional actions and it is vital that 

these are guided by future perspectives, rather than the past [Clar 2003]. FOR_V4 aims to 

demonstrate the tangible benefits for business and the V4 region in adapting long-term, reflective 

visionary planning (foresight) as opposed to short-term, “fire-fighting” strategies. The FOR_V4 project 

will last 11 months and will have three main phases.  

In phase one (months 1-4) partners will gather and share information about:  

- corporate foresight status in their countries;  

- best practice examples from their countries or abroad and  

- existing scenarios about the future of business sector in international perspective.  

In phase two (month 5) partners will organise a V4 workshop meant to developing awareness of and 

learning-by-doing competence on foresight within the 12 (3/each country) participating V4 firms. 

Group work, discussion, on-site questionnaire survey will result in:  

- 4 response scenarios about the future of business from a V4 perspective,  

- profile of a (V4) company who will most likely benefit from foresight,  

- features of foresight offer tailored to the needs of V4 companies and  

- evaluation of the foresight maturity level in participating companies.  

In phase three (months 6 -11) partners will prepare:  

- Corporate foresight potential in V4 publication, which will document the results achieved in 

the previous phases and 

- fit for foresight© online tool, which will enable companies to quickly assess their foresight 

eligibility.  

The FOR_V4 project will advocate the use of foresight among V4 entrepreneurs, will seed a foresight 

culture within individual companies and will build a foundation for strengthening the V4 business 

community voice in the EU and beyond. 

 

Implementation period: from 01/02/2016 to 31/12/2016 

Project outputs: Publication, Research, Workshop & training 

 



































































































































































 

     EXPERTS’ CONTACTS 
FOR_V4 WORKSHOP, 16th – 17th of June 2016 

WORKSHOP EXPERTS 

ANNA SACIO-SZYMAŃSKA  anna.sacio@itee.radom.pl 

ANNA KONONIUK kononiuk.a@gmail.com 

ÉVA HIDEG eva.hideg@uni-corvinus.hu 

KLAUDIA GUBOVÁ klaudia.gubova@euba.sk 

BRIGITA BOOROVÁ boorova@euba.sk 

ONDREJ VALENTA valenta@tc.cz 

STEFANO TOMMEI stefano.tommei@itee.radom.pl 

JUDIT GÁSPÁR judit.gaspar@uni-corvinus.hu 

PETER MARKOVIČ peter.markovic@euba.sk 

PETER DORČÁK dorcak@ezo.sk 

 

In case of urgent communications/questions or for assistance and/or help during the Workshop time, 

please contact one of the following: 

• Ondřej Valenta  +420 234 006 171, +420 602 538 618 

• Věra Vorlíčková  +420 234 006 142, +420 605 821 774 
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